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ABSTRACT 

In this work I will describe SORP1 which has been developed during my 
trainee period at the Institute for Perception Research (IPO) in Eindhoven 
(the Netherlands). SORP is essentially an interpreter for the IPO's text
to-speech system and is designed to insert prosodie markers into German 
text. 
SORP can be considered as a generalisation of the PROS system which is 
an older system at the IPO and which inserts prosodie markers into Dutch 
text. In contrast to PROS, SORP reads all relevant linguistic knowledge 
from external files, where it can easily be changed, extended or adopted for 
special texts. 

1SORP=System for Rule Prosody 
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1 Introduction 

Since the establishment in 1957 of the Institute for Perception Research 
(IPO) in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, one of the main fields of interest in 
the research programme has been psychoacoustics. First of all the percep
tion of pitch in complex signals was studied. Since then work bas been done 
not only on perception but also on synthesis of complex signals. Among 
other things, a text-to-speech system for Dutch, English and German has 
been implemented. This system I explain in more detail in chapter 2. The 
LPC-based system makes it easy to change the pitch of the synthesised 
signal and therefore a basic module is available for each language translat
ing special symbols (prosodie markers) in the input text string into pitch 
movements. For the Dutch version a module exists to automatically gen
erate these prosodie markers, for the English and German version one has 
to type the intonation symbols into the input text by hand. 
_During a "stage" from the beginning of August to the end of September 
1990 at the IPO institute, I was asked to think about a way to change this 
for the German version. But no sophisticated linguistic tools were avail
able. It was thus necessary to find a way of inserting prosodie markers 
with restricted linguistic knowledge. Some existing approaches (which will 
be discussed in chapter 3) could not be adopted for the German module 
and others required knowledge which seemed un-realistic to implement. It 
was then decided to create a new and more genera! version of the German 
intonation module. The newly created System fOr Rule Prosody (SORP) 
includes as its kernel a rule interpreter and a small lexicon. In order to 
insert prosodie markers into the text, rules can be defined in external files 
which are applied to the input string. How to define SORP rules will be 
explained in chapter 5, chapter 4 gives a more genera! overview of the sys
tem. 
The first goal was to determine the NP - VP boundary, since this is in 
many sentences the most important intonation boundary. To detect this 
boundary, no recursive rules are needed. Hence a simple rule format can be 
adopted. The preliminary linguistic reflections leading to the rule format 
will be discussed in chapter 6.1. The SORP rules detecting the NP - VP 
boundary are explained in chapter 6.2. 
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In my study I worked out about 20 rules for the desambiguation of nec
essarily ambiguous or undefined syntactic categories and the insertion of 
prosodie markers. For reasons of time, a final evaluation of the rules has 
not been done, but a first impression for a small set of selected sentences 
is quite satisfying. The SORP input and output of these sentençes is listed 
in Appendix C. A new set of rules or an extension of the existing one can 
easily be implemented, and perhaps SORP can even be adopted fora sec
ond language by simply changing the files. 
This document is designed as a "rapport de stage" for my "Maîtrise de 
linguistique et informatique à l'Université Paris VII" (master's degree) as 
well as a manual for someone who wants to use SORP in order to try some 
new rules or whatever else he or she wants to do with it. 

2 The text to speech system of IPO 

In this chapter I will give a short introduction to the existing modules of 
the text-to-speech system at IPO. First of all the intonation module is of 
interest, since pitch movement is computed there. Four basic pitch patterns 
can be triggered with special symbols in the input string. These patterns 
will be discussed in this section. 
The IPO text-to-speech system is based on a diphone LPC-coded synthesis 
with a sampling rate of 10 kHz / 16 bits and a frame duration of 10 ms. 
It works on the IPO's VAX mainframe hut implementations for the Dutch 
version on a card are in progress. The system as it works now contains five 
modules 

• a grapheme to phoneme converter 

• a phoneme to diphone converter 

• a duration module 

• an intonation module 
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• a speech synthesis module 

The grapheme to phoneme converter computes the phonetic representation 
of the grapheme hut also the place of the stressed syllable inside the word. 
For each phoneme the phoneme to diphone converter looks up the LPC 
frame representation. The frames contain information about the spectra! 
distribution of the formants, their bandwidth and amplitude and the num
ber of samples to be generated for that frame. Since the sampling rate is 
10 kHz, the standard value of samples per frame is 100. This might be 
changed for stress effects. The duration module determines pausing and 
syllable lengthening or shortening, the intonation module calculates the 
fundamental frequency f0 • The speech synthesis module calculates for each 
LPC frame the number of samples indicated and sends them to the DA 
converter. 

2.1 The intonation module 

Five basic intonation patterns are available in the German module of the 
system. They can be triggered with symbols in the input string. The 
intonation patterns can be described in terms of f0 levels and transitions 
between levels. The timing of the transitions is a distinctive feature also. 
The patterns are always superimposed on an underlying declination of f0 • If 
none of the symbols is detected in the input stream, a constant declination 
is generated from the beginning to the end of the utterance. Figure 1 shows 
such a declination. The female voice starts at about 220 Hz and falls to 
140 Hz at the end of the utterance. In the following section the effect of 
three symbols will be explained. 

The three parts in each figure are /rom top to bottom: 
- a curve of amplitude energy. One sees clarly that vowels have much more 
energy then consonants; 
- a curve of phoneme lengthening and shorting. The middle line signifies 
100 calculated samples per frame. Due to the diphone cutting this is mostly 
less then 100. Stressed phonemes are both lengthened and pitch shifted; 
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--------·-·· ·· ··-··· .. ·-----... -··- .. -·--.. -· 

figure 1: 

The overall declination of /0 is clearly visible in the bottom part of the 
figure. This is the underlying movement in every synthesised utterance 

- the curve /or pitch movement. The logarithmic scale starts at 50 Hz. The 
next steps are in 50 Hz distance. 

2.2 The comma 

The occurrence of a comma "'," is associated with a rise of f0 in the last 120 
ms of the word preceding the comma, followed by a pause of 250 ms. After 
the pause the fundamental frequency continues on the low level. 

2.3 The question mark 

When recognizing a question mark, the intonation module calculates a ris
ing f0 on the last syllable of the preceding word. This should be used only 
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.... ·· ··-··-•· .. ···· .. ·-

figure 2: 
The synthesis of the German sentence "Waigel, winkt mit dem Rotstift '?" 
is traced in this figure. A rise of /0 on "gel" of the first word "Waigel" 
and a following pause has been generated /or the comma, a final rise of Jo 
had been generated /or the question mark "'?" . 

at the end of utterances, since f0 is not reset to a lower level for words 
following this symbol. Figure 2 shows this effect for the sentence "Waigel 
winkt mit dem Rotstift?". 

2.4 The quote 

The quote preceding a word evokes the accentuation of the word. In the 
IPO text-terspeech system, accentuation is realized by a change of f0 con
sitsting of a rise followed by a fall, and lengthening of the accented syllable 
by 20 %. Since the grapheme-terphoneme converter already determines the 
place of the word accent, the quote need not precede the accentuated sylla
ble but can also be in front of the word. So a quote preceding the German 
word 
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" 'Verhandlung" 

will evoke accentuation on the second syllable "hand". The quote preceding 
the German word 

" 'Fertigung" 

will evoke accentuation on the first syllable "Fer". 

f 000,-01,,·· \' :" .. :·_:· ''" \" ·· .... ·· .. . . . . ·······.... .. 1 

î . .. ... . . . . .. . . . f 1-·------·· -·----------------------· ···· ······ ·············· ··········· ···················· ······ ·· ·· ··············._. r 
... ···· · 

-- ·· - ··- ·---·· -···-··-·· ··· .. · . . 

figure 3: 
This figure traces the synthesis of the german word "Verhandlung". lt 
shows a pitch shift and lengthening on the second syllable. These effects 
are triggered by the preceding quote. 

The intonation module generates a second pattern for words marked by a 
quote which precede the last quoted word. In this case the pitch rises in 
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figure 4: 

· · ········ · ·· ····· · ·· ··· 

Pitch shift and lengthening of the first syllable in the German word "Fer
tigung" are shown in this figure. 

the accented syllable and returns gradually to the declination line until the 
following accented syllable. 
The intonation module produces a third intonation pattern for the two last 
quoted words if the distance between their accented syllables is less than 3 
syllables. This can be illustrated by taking the three words: 

'"feine 'grüne 'Bohnen" 

which each have two syllables, hence the distance between the last two 
accented syllables is less then 3. The first word "feine" is accentuated 
in a regular way: a rise of f0 on "fei" and a fall on "ne", while the last 
four syllables are treated in a different way: a rise on "grü" and a fall on 
"Boh". The syllable in between "ne" is realized with a f0 following the high 
declination line. Special rules apply when the last accented syllable is very 
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1-------------------·_ ·---------_ ······················_J 
__ .------------

-- ---·-- ·-···-··-----·· 

figure 5: 
This figure shows the synthesis of the string " 'feine 'grüne 'Bohnen ". The 
last words in a sequence of accentuated words receive a special accentua
tion. 

close to a comma or question mark, that is, when the accented syllable is 
the last or last hut one syllable before the comma or question mark. In 
this case the pitch rises in the accented syllable and remains high up to the 
boundary. 

3 Automatic generation of prosodie markers 

Until now, for the German version of the IPO text-to-speech system all 
prosodie markers had to be typed in the text by hand. My work on the 
system consisted in finding a simple realistic way to perform automatic 
generation of prosodie markers. Since until now no higher level of linguistic 
knowledge such as parser or lexicon has been included, the approach has to 
be very basic; that is, the generation of prosodie markers should only make 
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use of restricted linguistic knowledge. This approach has already been used 
with some success. In the sections 3.1 and 3.2 two models are summarized. 

3.1 The INTERFIX system 

Some rules for accent assignment are described by Monaghan (1988). In 
his INTERFIX program, he computes phonological domains and accent as
signment on the basis of constituent structure information and word class 
information, respectively. Once phonological domains are determined, ac
cent assignment rules can apply inside them. The system produces first 
an overaccentuated representation and then rules are applied to reduce the 
number of accentuated words. Three major phonological phrases are com
puted: 

• Everything before the first NP constitutes a domain. 

• Everything from the first NP to the first VP constitutes a domain. 

• Everything from the first NP to the next major phrase break consti
tu tes a domain. 

This gives up to three domains per major phonological phrase - a pre-NP 
domain, an NP domain and a VP domain. The NP and VP domains are 
motivated by a semantic subject predicate boundary; the pre-NP domain 
is motivated by the fact that anything preceding the first NP is marked 
for special treatment. The system knows two different levels of accent: all 
nouns and proper nouns receive primary accent, while all main verbs, ad
jectives and adverbs receive secondary accent. 
This is the over-accentuated representation. Inside each domain the follow
ing set of four rules apply to delete or reduce some of the accents: 

• Delete all secondary accents from the rightmost primary accent up to 
the domain boundary. 
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• Reduce all primary accents except the rightmost to secondary accent. 

• Delete every odd-numbered accent to the left of the primary. 

• Apply well-formedness conditions. 

In the INTERFIX approach, it is not made clear how the NPs and VPs 
have been computed. The well-formedness conditions are not very clear 
either. 

3.2 The PROS system 

The PROS system (Quené & Kager, 1990) has been designed at the Uni
versity of Utrecht to calculate prosodie structure for Dutch. lt was later 
adopted for the Dutch version of the IPO text-to-speech system. Like the 
INTERFIX system, PROS works without higher level linguistic information 
hut some heuristics are applied to retrieve the necessary information. Two 
distinct domains are computed: "Int domains" to identify major intonation 
domains and, inside them, "Phi domains" which separate minor syntactic 
constituents. The system relies on the classification of two types of words: 
function words (FW) and content words (CW). FW such as prepositions, 
conjunctions, complementizer, etc as a rule are unaccented, are stored in a 
lexicon. The other words are content words and can be accented. In PROS, 
prosodie analysis is divided into three sub-stages: 

• word labeling: to determine the category of an unknown word, a set 
of about 50 rules is applied to match affixes, or/and the context for 
verbs adverbs and nouns; 

• prosodie phrasing: 30 rules are used to calculate phi and int bound
aries. First, all possible boundaries are calculated and then other 
rules prune a number of boundaries; 

• accentuation: in order to generate a natura} rhythmic structure 30 
rules are applied to select and delete accentuation of the verbs, ad
jectives, nouns and adverbs. 
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One approach might have been to adjust PROS for German: many of the 
rules might be applicab]e to German too, each analysis part works inde
pendently and the program is well structured. lt is however not possible 
to adopt the program for another language since linguistic data are mixed 
with the program source code and the rules are not genera! enough. It 
seem.s necessary to develop a generalisation of the system so that all lin
guistic knowledge is outside the system in external files. 

4 The SORP system 

The System fOr Rule Prosody (SORP) which will be discussed in the next 
two chapters is a sort of generalisation of PROS. The creation of SORP is 
the essential part of my work at IPO. This chapter gives an overview of 
the components of the system and the external files, while chapter 5 ex
plains more exactly how to define SORP rules. Chapter 6 will discuss the 
linguistic relevance of these rules. In chapter 7 the implementation of the 
program and the used algorithms are described more precisely. 
Just like the two systems discussed above, SORP works with restricted lin
guistic knowledge. lt is first of alla rule interpreter using knowledge defined 
in external files in order to add prosodie markers to the input string. The 
output of SORP is then given to the lower modules. As far as possible, 
SORP reads all linguistic knowledge from external files. These are of dif
ferent kinds: 
1. definitions of the syntactic word categories to be used; 
2. definitions of sets of syntactic categories; 
3. rules to insert prosodie markers into the input text; 
4. a lexicon indicating the syntactic category for German words. 

When the system starts, two files are loaded, a rule file and a lexicon 
file. The rule file which is loaded while starting the system is called the 
initialisation file. 
A rule file may have three parts: 
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• the definitions of the syntactic categories; 

• the definitions of the sets of syntactic categories; 

• the rule definitions. 

At least the syntactic category definitions must be defined in the initialisa
tion file. 
In this section I will first describe the common syntax of the three parts 
within the rule file. Next, parts of the rule file will be described. Finally, I 
will describe how to create a lexicon file. 

4.1 The rule file format 

Rule files consist of one or more blocks and the end-of-file symbol 'x'. Def
initions in a rule file are organized in blocks. Each block starts with one 
of the symbols 'c ', 's', 'r', or '!' for category, set, rule or comment block 
respectively. A block ends with a semicolon and must have at least one 
definition. 
Definitions can take more than one line. Each definition starts on a new 
line. The end of a definition is marked by a period ".". For the last defini
tion within a block, a semicolon must be used in place of the period. For a 
more formal description of the rule file format see Appendix A. 
The symbol 'r' , which starts the definition of a rule, must be followed by 
an integer. 
Blanks must separate alpha-numerical strings. 
Comment lines which are considered as a block are an exception: they must 
neither end with a semicolon nor have definitions, hut just a space after 
the '!'. 
In the following paragraphs it is described how to define rules, categories 
and sets. 
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4.2 Rule definition 

The most important blocks of the rule file are the rule blocks. An arbitrary 
number of rules to be applied to the input sentence can be defined within 
each rule block. A rule consists of a head and a tail. In the head a definition 
is given of the action which will happen if the context, defined in the tail, 
matches the sentence. 

old_feature > new _feature / contextJeft - context_right. 

The old_feature is compared with the actual word. If it matches, and the 
context matches too, the old feature(s) of the actual word is replaced by 
the specified new feature(s). This is repeated successively for every word 
in the sentence and for all the rules in the rule list beginning with the first 
rule until the end. The rules can either apply starting from the first word 
going to the last word in the sentence or the other way around, starting 
with the last word in the sentence going to the first word. This is defined 
by a direction symbol preceding every rule definition. 
Rules can be organised in rule clusters as well. In this case one word is 
matched succesively to all the rules of the cluster until either a rule applies 
or the end of the cluster is reached. Only in this case the next word is 
examined. 

Three types of rules are available: 

• c-rules which change the content of a word node; 

• d-rules which delete a word node ; 

• i-rules which insert a word node. 

I-rules are defined by specifying nothing for the old feature, d-rules by spec
ifying nothing for the new feature, and c-rules by specifying the features to 
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be replaced in old..feature and the features to replace in new ..feature. 

The old and new features in the head of the rules consist of the specification 
of the features for one word. The context specification can apply to more 
than just one word. In order to constrain the validity of the context speci
fications we need to introduce quantifiers. Fora given action expressed in 
the head of the rule the following conditions can be specified with respect 
to a word o: satisfying a set of listed features in the right or left context: 

• there can be one optional o: in the immediate left or right context; 

• there can be any number of o: include none in the immediate left or 
right context; 

• there must be at least one o: in the immediate context; 

• for the next X words, one of them must have the specified features of 
o:; 

• for the next X words, there may not be any word with the specified 
features of o:; 

• there must be at least one other word f3 preceding o:; 

• there may not be another word f3 preceding o:. 

In chapter 5 these operations will be described more precisely. Chapter 6 
gives some applications of rules. 

4.3 Syntactic category definitions 

The syntactic category definitions are needed to identify the categories used 
to the system. In the system, a syntactic category is an alphabetical string 
consisting of five letters or less which is internally assigned to a number. 
In the lexicon a category is associated with every word, and in the rules 
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they are the basis for accent assignment. Up to 250 categories can be freely 
defined and four are used internally, hence they must fi.gure in the list 
too. These are the prosodie markers "question", "comma" and "period" -
for SORP prosodie markers have syntactic categories - and the category 
"noun". In German, nouns can be retrieved in a simple way: the first letter 
must be a capital. Therefore nouns are treated in a special way: they are 
selected before lexicon matching, and every word which is not sentence
initial and starting with a capita] is considered to be a noun. 
A block to define syntactic categories starts with a "c". Then every line 
must contain a numer between O and 255 followed by the string of up to 5 
characters and a final dot. After the last definition, the final dot is replaced 
by a semicolon. 

4.4 Set definitions 

Sets can be used to regroup some of the syntactic categories. Some sets are 
used system-internally; others can be defined to make the writing of rules 
more convenient. Up to ten sets can be defined. 
The first set (set 0) contains the syntactic categories for all content words 
which will be lexically accented. The system sets the "lexica] accent" true 
for all words of which the syntactic category is in this set. The second 
set (set 1) contains the punctuation and accentuation markers. The eight 
remaining sets can be defi.ned by he user. Sets can be loaded with the ini
tialisation file, or during program execution with the "$" command. 
The set definition block starts with an "s". Then an initia] number be
tween O and 9 followed by an arbitrary number of defi.ned syntactic cate
gory strings and a final dot forms one set definition. This can take more 
than one line. Here too, the last defi.nition must end with a semicolon. 
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4.5 The lexicon file 

After the initialisation file is loaded, the lexicon file is read. At this mo
ment the first part of the initialisation file, the syntactic category defini
tions, must be known to the system. A lexicon file consists of comment or 
lexica} entry lines. A lexical entry line has a syntactic category (as defined 
in the initialisation file) and the word. The word is a alphabetical string of 
up to thirty letters. One word can be defined several times with different 
syntactic labels. In this case the syntactic category is added to the set; the 
word is hence syntactically ambiguous. Thanks to the lexicon algorithm, 
this does not take supplementary memory space. Prefixes or suffixes can 
be defined by a following or preceding asterisk. Comment lines are starting 
with the symbol "!" followed by a space. A more forma! description of the 
file format is given in the Appendix B. 

5 The SORP rules 

As we have seen in the preceding chapters, SORP should be able to apply 
simple non-recursive hut context-sensitive rules on an input word string to 
insert prosodie markers. A word appears for the user of SORP as a three
dimensonal element including the features: the word, a set of syntactic 
categories and a feature expressing the status of prosodie markers. We will 
refer to this construct as an "element". The word feature of an element 
is the one found in the input string, the syntactic category is either found 
in the lexicon by matching the word, or 'undef" if it is not found in the 
lexicon. The status of prosodie markers can take two values, TRUE and 
FALSE. These value are specified at two levels, alevel which we will call the 
level of of "lexical accent" and a surface level. The lexica! accent for words 
with categories figuring in set O is set to TR UE by the system. The status 
of the "surface accent" for these words is determined by the application of 
the rules. For commas, semicolons, etc found in the input string both the 
lexical and the surface accents are set to TRUE. For all other words the 
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lexical and surface accents are false. Prosodie markers are written to the 
output string only if they have the status TRUE at the surface level. 

We can distinguish three different applications of the rules: 

• rules may add or change information about the syntactic class. This 
is due to two facts: (1) working with an incomplete lexicon often 
leaves the syntactic class features undefined; (2) some words belong 
to more than one syntactic class. Disambiguation or determination 
can sometimes be done by checking the context; 

• Rules may insert punctuation and domain markers, in order to divide 
the sentence into intonation and phonological domains (Int-domains 
and phi-domains). 

• Rules may change the truth value of the "surface accent" in order to 
force or inhibit the realization of prosodie markers. 

All three applications use the same syntax. 

5.1 How to specify the features of an element. 

The three features of an element can either be specified or not, hut all 
specified features must be preceded by a qualifier-symbol. An element 
matches if its specified features match. An element has the following form: 

(@wordstring :accent [categories]) 

It must be between parentheses and at least the category symbols "[" and 
"]" must appear. The word string feature and the accent feature are op
tional. If nothing is specified, "categories" is empty, since the empty set is 
a subset of every set. 
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• To specify the word string the preceding qualifier symbol "@" must 
be used. The word string can contain up to 30 alphanumerical char
acters. The "*" is used as a wildcard for the purpose of specifying 
prefi.xes or suffi.xes. A word feature matches if it is empty (in this 
case it is not specified), if the word string matches or if a prefix or a 
suffix matches if the wildcard had been used. 

• The accent is specified by the preceding quantifier symbol "·" It 
can take four values dependent on whether it is lexically or surface 
accented: 
"s" : lexical accent is true AND surface accent is true 
"w" : lexica! accent is true AND surface accent false 
"l" : lexica! accent is true 
"n" : lexica! accent is false 
To receive the feature "s" an element with the accent feature "n" 
must pass two steps . First it must be set "l" . It has then the feature 
"w". Only then it can receive the feature "s". This separates clearly 
the underlying and the surface structure of accentuation. 

• Syntactic categories are specified between square brackets (these are 
the quantifier symbols "[" and "]"). Any number of the defined syn
tactic categories including none can be specified. Numbers between 
0 and 9 which refer to the predefined syntactic category sets can be 
used as well. The combination of numbers and syntactic categories 
will evoke the union. Two syntactic category sets match if both are 
empty or if the intersection of both is not empty. 

The order of the features is important. So if more then one feature 1s 
specified, the order is: 

word feature < accent feature < category feature. 

where f1 < f2 means: f1 must precede f2. 
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5.2 Context ·quantifier 

Any number of elements can be specified in the context part of the rules. 
These elements must be preceded by a quantifier. An optional negator can 
be used for some quantifiers. The syntax is as follows: 

negator quantifier element 

These items will be called q_elements. Two classes of quantifiers can be 
distinguished: 

1. the "immediate" quantifier; 

2. the "later" quantifier. 

For the sake of convenience we introduce the notion current word, which 
points to the word in the input string which is the last to have been matched 
with the rule. "Immediate" quantifiers say that the specified element must 
immediately follow the current word in the case of context_right, and im
mediately precede the current word in the case of contextJeft. That is, in 
temporal order, when looking from the current word into the context_right 
or into the contextJeft the specified element must immediately follow the 
current word. "Later" quantifiers formulate an interval of elements in which 
the specified element must be present. 

The "immediate" quantifiers are: 

• "/\": the specified element may optionally follow the current word; 

• "*": any number of the specified elements including none can imme
diately follow the current word; 

• "1": the next element must be the specified element. 

• "+": one or more of the specified elements must follow. 
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"*" and "+" have comparable effects: in a group of elements with the same 
features they cause the matching process to advance until the end of the 
group; in the case of "/\" and "1", the matching process advances just one 
element. 

"Later" quantifi.ers are the following: 

• a number n between "1" and "9" inclusive means that the specifi.ed 
element must be present in the n following elements. When the quan
tifier is preceded by the negator symbol "~" the specified element may 
not be present in that interval; 

• the quantifier "O" searches until the end ( or beginning) of the sen
tence; 

• a combination of the quantifier symbols "$" and "<" applying to two 
successive q_elements. 
When looking into the contexLright: there must be at least one 
"$" element preceding the first "<" element. If the negator sym
bol "~" precedes the "<" element, then there may not be a "$" 
element preceding the first "<" element. When looking into the con
textJeft: there must be at least one element as specified by the "<" 
q_element preceding the first element with features as specified by 
the "$" q_element (that is, in the actual input word string there must 
be at least one "$" element preceding the < element). If there is a 
negator symbol "~" before the "<" q_element, there may not be any 
element with features as defined in the "<" q_element preceding the 
first element with features as defined in the "$" q_element. 

The "later" quantifiers can be preceded by the negator symbol "~". The 
negator inverses the meaning of the quantifier. For the quantifier "1" the 
ditinction between "immediate" and "later" quantifiers is meaningless, ex
cept that ~ 1 is a valid expression. 
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5.3 Writing rules 

A rule consists of a head and a tail. The head has two elements, one 
specifying the old features, the other specifying the new features. The tail 
specifies the contextJeft and the context..right. Any number of quantified 
elements (q_elements) can be specified in both the left and right context. 
This is expressed by the preceding asterisk. 

direction element ">" element "/" *q_element "_,, *q_element "." 

The slash "/" separates the head from the tail; the greater sign ">" the 
old element from the new element. An underscore "_,, is used to mark the 
element where either substitution of features, insertion or deletion of an 
element takes place if both the old element matches the "_,, element and 
the context is true. 
The rule is preceded by a direction symbol indicates the direction in which 
the rules shall apply. Rules can either start from the beginning going to 
the end of the sentence or start at the end going to the beginning of the 
sentence. In the first case direction = "h", in the second case direction = 
"t". In genera! the rules are applied by checking for each rule one word 
after the other whether the context matches. Only if the end is reached 
the next rule can apply. The direction symbol offers a second possibility 
for rule clusters. A rule cluster is a set of rules with direction = "h" or 
direction= "t" for the first rule and direction= "I" for all the following 
rules which belong to the same cluster. lf a context does not match for the 
first rule in a cluster, a match is attempted for the next rule in the clus
ter. This is repeated until either a rule in the cluster matches or the end of 
the cluster is reached. Only at that moment the next element is considered. 

Rules are read from external files where they are defined in rule blocks. 
The first line of a rule block starts with the character "r" and a following 
number. The "r" serves to separate rule definitions from set or category 
definitions; the number numerates the rules. The number of the following 
rules in the same block is incremented by 1. This is needed for trace 
facilities. The number of each applied rule is assigned to the output of that 
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rule. 
The last rule of a block must end with a semicolon. Several blocks can be 
defined in one file hut the last must end with a semicolon. The "x" marks 
the end of the file. 

5.4 SORP options 

DS is the environment program of the SORP module. To activate SORP 
first the German language must be chosen and then the command "/set 
pros" must be typed. At that moment the initialisation file and the lexicon 
will be read. To change the lexicon or the rule file or to trace the rules the 
"$" command can be used. The following options are available: 

• "t": traces the rule compilation. If the user does not select option 
"t", then, if rules are syntactically incorrect, the compilation stops 
immediately, and only the last sign read, the sign expected and the 
procedure detecting the failure are sent to the screen. This might be 
too little information to find the failure. If the trace=t is set, all lines 
read in the rule file are echoed on the screen. So the environment of 
the last line must be responsible for the fault. 

• "f": sends the final output of each applied rule to the screen by 
indicating the number of the rule. This command might not be very 
useful since all underlying information which might well have changed 
is bidden. 

• "a": traces all, including the "f" and the "t" option and gives all 
element information of the whole sentence for each applied rule. 

• "n": resets all trace options so that nothing will be traced. This is 
the initial value of the trace option. 

• "r": gives the possibility to load a new rule file by typing the whole 
file-path. In doing so the old rules are thrown away, hut category 
definitions and set definitions will remain. 
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• "l": asks for the name of a new lexicon file and throws away the old 
one as well. 

• "i": shows the file-path of the initialisation file. 

• "u": shows the file-path of the user's rules file. 

• "x": shows the file-path of the lexicon file. 

The show path options can be useful to find the used files. The "$" can 
also be followed by one of the letters "t", "f', "a", "n", "r", "l", "i", "u" 
or "x". In this case the asked command is executed without clearing the 
screen to show the options menu. 

6 Linguistic goals 

In this chapter I describe the preliminary linguistic reflections leading to 
the SORP rule format. In chapter 6.1 I will show how to detect the end of 
the first constituent in German main clauses on the basis of restricted, lo
cal, non-hierarchical linguistic information. In chapter 6.2 the SORP rules 
doing this are explained. In Appendix B, the lexicon that has been used is 
listed. 
As was shown in the INTERFIX approach (chapter 3.1), one of the most 
important prosodie boundaries is between the first and the second con
stituent. In order to formulate some rules to detect this boundary with 
limited linguistic knowledge, I have developed the following formalisations 
( the following is a first approximation and is not intended to be complete). 

6.1 The first major constituent boundary 

The first constituent in German main clauses can either be: 
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• the subject 

• the dative or accusative object 

• a sentence modifier 

• the VP 

In the first three cases the second constituent is the VP which begins with a 
finite verb. The first constituent is in most cases an NP, a PP, or a relative 
clause, hut it can also be a participle in: 

Aufgeschoben ist nicht aufgehoben. 

But first we must have a look at nominal constituents. NPs or PPs can be 
modified by following NPs, PPs or relative clauses. Looking at the internal 
structure of the NP, we see that adjectives precede the noun. Recursive NP 
constructions are possible as wel! hut they must be followed by a participle 
as m: 

Die im Radio gesendeten Nachrichten 

The PP "im Radio" can take preceding or following adverbs and following 
NP-like modifiers hut the adverbs must follow the NP modifier as in: 

Die gestern im Radio Luxemburg fröhlich gesendeten Nachrichten 

So, the following rule is a first approximation: 

NP __. /\det *adj /\( *adv (NP I PP) *adv participle) noun *(NP I PP) 

with: 
/\ : an optional item 
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* : any number of items (0 or more) 
I : exclusive or 

Relative clauses can follow an NP or a PP. They start with a relative pro
noun and end with a relative - clause - verb cluster. 

r _clause-+ r _pron *adv A(NP I PP) r_verb_cluster 

The last verb in the relative-clause-verb-cluster is a finite verb. To my 
knowledge, there are eight different verb clusters; four of them in active 
relative clauses and four in passive relative clauses. The first four in the 
following list were found in active clauses, the others in passive clauses: 

1. vbfin 
---+ ... der Mann, der ... kam, ... 

2. PPerf axfin 
---+ ... der Mann, der ... gekommen ist, ... 

3. vbinf mofin 
---+ ... der Mann, der ... kommen soll, ... 

4. PPerf axinf mofin 
---+ ... der Mann, der ... gekommen sein muss, ... 

5. PPerf axpas 
---+ ... Geschichten, die ... berichtet wurden, ... 

6. PPerf PPaux axpas 
---+ ... Geschichten, die ... berichtet worden sind, ... 

7. PPerf axips mofin 
---+ ... die Geschichte, die ... berichtet werden wird, ... 

8. PPerf PPaux axips mofin 
---+ ... Geschichten, die ... berichtet worden sein koennen, ... 
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explications: 
vbinf = any infinitive verb form. 
vbfin = any finite verb. 
axinf = the two forms "sein" and "ha ben". 
axfin = the finite forms of the two verbs "sein" and "haben". 
axips = the infinitive forms of the passive auxiliaries: "sein" and "werden" 
axpas = the finite forms of the two passive verbs "sein" and "werden" . 
moinf = the infinitive forms of the modal verbs such as "können", "mögen", 
"sollen", "müssen", "werden", "brauchen", etc. 
mofin = the finite forms of the modal verbs. 
PPerf = perfect participle forms. 
PPres = present participle forms. 
PPaux = perfect participle of passive auxiliaries: "worden" and "gewesen" 

Further, as mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, a participle can also 
follow an NP as in: 

Die Ereignisse des Tages noch einmal überdenkend 

A relative clause can follow the last modifier hut must precede the partici
ple and adverbs. So if: 

p _clause -+ *adv Participle 

we can say about the first constituent that it either is be empty, in which 
case the sentence begins with the VP, or it is an NP /PP or an r_clause 
or a p_clause. The NP can be followed by an r _clause, a p_clause or both; 
while the r _clause and the p_clause can neither be followed by a NP nor a 
p _clause or an r _clause: 

FirsLconst-+ ANP A(r_clause I p_clause) 
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Hence, if the first constituent is not empty it ends either with an NP or an 
r _clause or p_clause. So, at the end of the first constituent we have either 
one of the relative clause verb clusters, a noun or a participle. Since in the 
beginning of the VP we always have a finite verb, three possible constella
tions mark the most important prosodie boundary, indicated by / /: 

1. noun / / finite verb; 

2. participle / / finite verb; 

3. verb - cluster / /finite verb. 

6.2 SORP rules detecting the first constituent 

I will show in this paragraph how the formalisations developed in the pre
ceding paragraph can be expressed with SORP rules. 
Since in the DS program, a comma is the input string is always realized as a 
prosodie boundary, we want to insert a comma between the two constituents 
or following an r _clause. Insertion rules can be defined by specifying noth
ing in the left hand side element of the head of the rule and the element to 
be inserted in the right hand side of the head. The rules 1. to 5. insert a 
comma after a relative - clause - verb cluster. 
SORP - rule 1. inserts a comma after a relative clause - verb cluster of type 
8. in the previous section 
SORP - rule 2. inserts a comma after a relative clause - verb cluster of type 
4. and 7. of the previous section. 
SORP - rule 3. inserts a comma after a relative clause - verb cluster of type 
6. 
SORP - rule 4. inserts a comma after a relative clause - verb cluster of type 
2. and 5. 
SORP - rule 5. inserts a comma after a relative clause - verb cluster of type 
3. 

1. ([]) > (@, :1 [komma]) / l([PPerf]) l([PPaux]) l([axips]) l([mofin]) -
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2. {[]) > {@, :1 !komma]) / l(IPPerf]) l(laxinf axips]) l([mofin]) -

3. {Il) > {@, :l !komma]) / l(IPPerf]) l(IPPaux]) l{[axpas]) -

4. ([l) > (@, :l [komma]) / l([PPerf]) l([axpas axfin]) -

5. (Il) > (@, :1 [komma]) / l([vbinf]) l([mofin]) -

6. (Il) > {@, :1 !komma]) / l{[vbfin]) - l{lvbfin]) 

7. (Il) > (@, :1 [komma]) / l{[noun PPres PPerf]) - l([vbfin]) 

SORP - rule 6. applies where a relative clause is followed by the VP. Rule 
7. inserts a prosodie boundary before a VP if it is preceded by a PP, NP 
or a p_clause. 

Of course, a comma should not be inserted if there is one present already. 
Therefore, the rul es in the appendix A have a ~x( [ 1]), with "1" = the set 
of prosodie and punctuation markers and "x" a number between "O" and 
"9". 
Starting with the most complex rules, these rules can be organised in a rule 
cluster by indieating for the first rule the direction and for all the following 
rules the direction symbol "I". 

6.3 Phonological domains 

After having found the intonation phrases, phonologieal phrases can be 
created. In the DS program there is no prosodie marker to indieate bound
aries between phonological phrases. However, since rhythmic alternation of 
accents is restrieted to the domain of the phonologieal phrase, rules must 
be defined to insert boundaries between phonologieal phrases. In the rule 
file of Appendix A some rules are defined to insert phonologieal domain 
markers after each noun. We have reserved the prosodie marker "phi" for 
this type of boundary. Monaghan and others argue that, in English, in gen
era} the prosodie head is late in each constituent and preceded rather than 
followed by modifiers. So the last content word in each phonologieal phrase 
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should receive an accent and the preceding content words of that phrase 
should be determined by rhythmic factors. Monaghan proposes that every 
odd numbered content word preceding the head of a phonological phrase 
should be accented. 
I propose three rules to do this in SORP (see Appendix A rule 500 to cre
ate phonological domains and rules 600 and 601 for rhythmic structure). 
Further rules insert phonological domain markers before conjunctions, if 
they are followed by a PP or an NP and around copulative conjunction 
groups {rules 501 and 502). Other rules treat asyndetic groups if there are 
no commas (rules 4xx). Perhaps these rules do not apply very often since 
in German many punctuation markers are already in the text. A last set 
of rules transforms phonological boundaries into prosodie boundaries if the 
prosodie phrase is too long (rules 7xx). So, the following rule (rule 703 
in Appendix A) transforms all phi or commas which are weak (accent=w) 
into strong commas ( accent=s) if among the next four elements in the left 
context and among the next six elements in the right context there is no 
strong prosodie marker: 

(:w [phi komma]) > (@, :s [komma]) / ~4(:s [1]) - ~6(:s [1]) 

By means of "@,", the rule specifies that "," is the word string of the new 
element; this will evoke a f0 movement as discussed in section 2. 

7 The program 

Until now we have seen what SORP can do. In this chapter I will describe 
more exactly how SORP realizes this. The SORP module contains four 
major parts in ten sub-modules. The ten sub-modules are: 
1. sorp.pas : containing the "sorp" procedure which is called from the 
DS-program. "sorp" does initialisation of the lexicon and the rules. For 
rule initialisation the "rules" procedure, defined in rules.pas is used, for 
lexicon-initialisation the "fwtrie" procedure, defined in fwtree.pas is used. 
The "options" procedure is defined in sorp.pas as well. 
2. sorp_env.pas : containing constants, types, global variables and global 
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procedures. This file is included by all the other modules. 
3. rules.pas: containing the "rules" procedure to compile the external rule 
file into an internal rule list representation. 
4. apply.pas: contains the procedure "apply" which applies the rule list to 
the word string. 
5. label.pas : lexical matching and syntactic categorie assignment. 
6. rulespoint.pas : containing functions to operate on the rule lists. 
7. comm.pas: is essentially the same as commrouts.pas in the PROS pro
gram containing the string-to-list procedure. 
8. point.pas : containing functions to operate on the word list: these func
tions are essentially taken from PROS 
9. FWtrie.pas : contains procedures for lexicon creation and retrieval. This 
is FWtrierouts.pas in the PROS system. 
10. string.pas : is a relict of the PROS program containing only one little 
procedure to convert strings to lower case strings 

These ten modules perform four major tasks: 

• translate the input string to an internal word list representation; 

• for each word in the word list, look up the word in a lexicon and 
assign the syntactic categories listed under that entry to the word 
node; 

• in order to insert prosodie markers, apply a list of user-defined rules 
to the word list; 

• re-translate the word list into an output string, so that the following 
modules can work with it. 

The following subsections explain how these functions are related and how 
they work. 
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7 .1 Initialisa tion 

In order to perform these four functions, a lexicon and an internal repre
sentation of rules are required. For this reason these two data structures 
are initialised when SORP starts. The function "fwtrie" in the module 
FWtrie.pas initializes the lexicon. An algorithm proposed by Knuth has 
been used to store the characters in a binary tree. Since nothing essentially 
has been changed in the PROS version of the procedure, the reader is re
ferred to the description of the algorithm in the PROS manual. Just the 
initia! data type used by PROS to store syntactic category information has 
been changed to "set" type. 
The function "rules" initializes the rule list. Just like the rules in the file 
a rule list contains a head and a tail. The heads have two pointers: one 
pointing to the next rule head, the other pointing to the tail. A head node 
contains all necessary action information, the tail nodes the q_element in
formation. The function "rules" is a straightforward implementation of the 
Bachus N aur form given in Appendix A. Two variables have been chosen 
to temporarily store data read from the input file: "g_word" and "Lword". 
"Lword" contains a line read from the input rule file, minus the content of 
"g_word". "g_word" contains the first item of "Lword", where item means 
here one of the symbols: direction, ace, qnt, word, a qualifier symbol, a 
quantifier symbol, a block-initial symbol, an end-of-file symbol or a syntax 
symbol (for the definition of these symbols see Appendix A). Each time a 
symbol has been recognized, the content of "g_word" is stored in the rule 
list and a new item is put from "Lword" to "g_word". This is done by 
the function "geLinput". lf "Lword" is empty, a new line is read from 
the input file. IT a symbol is not recognized, the contents of "g_word", the 
expected symbol and the name of the procedure is displayed on the screen 
and compilation stops immediately. The "rules" procedure uses also the 
functions in the "rulespoint.pas" module. 
After the lexicon and the rule file have been initialized, SORP waits for 
input strings. 
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7.2 String to list conversion 

The basic data structure of the SORP system functions just like that of 
PROS: the string-to-list algorithms transform the input string in a double
linked list. The comm.pas module contains both the string-to-list and the 
list-to-string procedure. The word list manipulating functions defined in 
the point module are used for basic operations in this section. 
Each node in the list uses some fields internally. One field is not used at 
all in SORP and four fields are accessible for the user. These four fields 
concern three main functions: 

• the input word string containing up to 30 alpha-numerical characters; 

• a set of syntactic categories of the word either found in the lexicon or 
deduced by the rules; 

• two sorts of accents: an underlying lexical accent and a realized sur
face accent. 

Even though this is quite similar to PROS, there is an important difference 
with respect to the data structure: the field of the syntactic categories is not 
of type "string" hut of type "set". This is necessary if a word is syntactically 
ambiguous and simpler than the possibility proposed in PROS. 

7.3 Lexicon matching 

Once the input string is transformed to the double-linked list each word is 
mapped to the lexicon. The basic lexicon mapping function is defined in 
the FWtrie.pas module hut called by the "labeLwords" procedure in the 
label.pas module. 
The lexicon contains for each word the user defined syntactic categories. If 
the mapping is successful, the syntactic categories are assigned to the word 
node; if not, the syntactic category of the actual word is set to "undef". 
Lexica} matching works in three steps: first the whole string is matched. 
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If this does not succeed, it is checked whether perhaps 2. a prefix or 3. a 
suffix of the word matches. One exception to this algorithm are the nouns. 
Since in German the first character of all nouns and proper nouns is a cap
ita}, the category "noun" is assigned without lexicon matching if the word 
is not sentence initia!. This implies, that sentence-initial nouns receive the 
syntactic category "undef" 

7 .4 Application of rules 

In the next step rules are applied to the word list to insert some prosodie 
markers. At that moment the rules have already been translated to a rule 
list representation by the "rules" procedure. The "apply" procedure ap
plies the rule list to the word list. This procedure is defined in the apply.pas 
module. It also uses the functions defined in the rulespoint.pas module and 
the string procedure in the string.pas module. Each rule has an action part 
and a context part. Following the word list from left to right (or from right 
to left), if the word list matches the specified context, the action of the 
action part is done. This is repeated with all the rules found in the rule 
file . First the left hand element of the rule is matched on the actual word 
list element . Then, if this is true, the context is checked. While checking 
first the left context and then the right context, the procedure stops imme
diately if an element does not match, and switches to the next element in 
the word list. A word list pointer "w _aux" has been chosen to point to the 
actual element in the word list to match, and a pointer "Laux" to point to 
the tail of the actual rule containing the q _elements. 

Several cases must be distinguished to advance these pointers: 
IF the "w_aux" element matches the "t_aux" element THEN 
-+ IF the quantifier is the "+" or the "*" symbol THEN 
--+ advance the "w _aux" pointer for all matching elements. 
--+ advance the "Laux" pointer 
--+ return true 
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--+ IF the quantifier is the "/\" symbol THEN 
---+ advance the "w _aux" pointer 
---+ advance the "t..aux" pointer 
---+ return true 
--+ IF the negator is not true THEN 
---+ IF the quantifier is the "$" "<" quantifier THEN 
--➔ IF context right 
-----+ check whether no "$" precedes the first "<" element 
-----+ IF so THEN 
------+ set "w ..aux" to the element following the "<" element 
------+ advance the "Laux" pointer 
------+ return true 
-----+ ELSE return false 
----+ IF context left THEN 
-----+ check whether no "<" precedes the first "$" element 
-----+ IF so THEN 
----➔ set "w _aux" to the element following the "$" element 
------+ advance the "t_aux" pointer 
------+ return true 
-----+ ELSE return false 
---+ IF the quantifier is another later quantifier THEN 
----+ REPEAT 
-----+ advance the "w _aux" pointer 
----+ UNTIL either the end of the interval OR the two element matches. 
--➔ IF the two elements matches THEN 
-----+ advance the "w _aux" pointer 
-----+ advance the "t..aux" pointer 
-----+ returen true 
----+ ELSE return false 
--+ H the negator is true THEN 
---+ IF the quantifier is the "$" "<" quantifier THEN 
----+ IF context right 
-----+ check whether no "$" precedes the first "<" element 
-----+ IF so THEN 
------+ set "w _aux" to the element following the "<" element 
------+ advance the "Laux" pointer 
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------+ return true 
-----+ ELSE return false 
---+ IF context left THEN 
----+ check whether no "<" precedes the first "$" element 
----+ IF so THEN 
------+ set "w _aux" to the element following the "$" element 
------+ advance the "t_aux" pointer 
------+ return true 
----+ ELSE return false 
---+ IF the quantifier is another later quantifier THEN 
----+ reture false 
IF the "w _aux" element doesn 't matches the "Laux" element THEN 
-+ IF the quantifier is the immediate quantifier "/\" or "*" THEN 
---+ advance the "Laux" pointer 
--+ return true 
-+ IF the quantifier is the immediate quantifier "+" THEN 
---+ return false 
-+ IF the negator is not true THEN 
---+ IF the quantifier is the "$" "<" quantifier THEN 
----+ IF context right 
-----+ check whether a "$" precedes the first "<" element 
-----+ IF so THEN 
------+ set "w _aux" to the element following the "<" element 
------+ advance the "Laux" pointer 
------+ return true 
-----+ ELSE return false 
----+ IF context left THEN 
----+ check whether a "<" precedes the first "$" element 
-----+ IF so THEN 
------+ point to the element following the "$" element 
------+ advance the "Laux" pointer 
------+ return true 
-----+ ELSE return false 
--+ For the other later quantifiers : 
---+ check whether one of the next x elements match 
----+ IF so THEN 
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------+ set ~ _aux" to the element following the last element found 
-----+ advance the "Laux" pointer 
---➔ return true 
----+ ELSE return false 
--+ IF the negator is true THEN 
---+ IF the quantifier is the "$" "<" quantifier THEN 
--➔ IF context right THEN 
-----+ check whether no "$" precedes the first "<" element 
-----+ IF so THEN 
----- set "w_aux" to the element following the "<" element 
------+ advance the "Laux" pointer 
------+ return true 
-----+ ELSE return false 
----+ IF context left THEN 
-----+ check whether no "<" precedes the first "$" element 
-----+ IF so THEN 
-------+ set "w _aux" to the element following the "$" element 
------+ advance the "t_aux" pointer 
-------+ return true 
-----+ ELSE return false 
----+ For the other later quantifiers: 
----+ check whether none of the next x elements match 
-----+ IF so THEN 
------+ advance the "t_aux" pointer 
------+ return true 
-----+ ELSE return false 

This algorithm is repeated until either the end of the tail-list is reached or 
return=false. The context is satisfied if the end of the tail-list is reached 
and return=true. Only in this case the action part in the head of the rule 
is executed and the features are changed or the actual node is deleted or 
inserted. 
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7 .5 List to string conversion 

The last step of SORP is the reconversion of the word list toa word string. 
This is done by inserting all the generated prosodie markers. The word 
feature is inserted for elements of which the syntactic category figure in the 
set 1 (these are the prosodie and punctuation marker). A quote is inserted 
in the output string preceding the word feature for all the other categories. 
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Appendix A: SORP initialisation file 

Appendix A. SORP initialisation file 

******************************************************** 
SORP initialisation file 

for german intonation marker generation 
******************************************************** 

the syntax used to explain the rules 

! between' ' is the ascii - code 
! + at least one of the elements 

* zero or any number of elements 
1 or exclusif 
/ or inclusif 
<er> end of line 

******************************************************** 

The rule file consists of bleeks and an end-of-file 
symbol 'x' . 

bleek 
comment 
set def 

! cat def 

rule def 

sets 
synt def 

! rules 
head 
context 

! q eintrag 
! eîntrag 

o word 
accent 
cat set 
word 

! cat 
1 Sletters 

291etters 
stat 
ace 
qnt 
alphanum 
alpha 

:: comment I set def I cat def 
'!' spaee aseîi code <er> 

:: 's' <er> 

rule def 

+(sets '.') 1 sets ';' <er> 
:: 'e' <er> 

+(synt def '.') <er> 
'r' integer <er> 

synt_def 

+(rules '.') 1 rules ';' <er> 
:: num +(Sletters A<cr>) 
:: nurnber Sletters 
.. direction head context 
·· eintrag '>' eintrag '/' A<cr> 
: : *q eintrag ' ' *q eintrag 

Anegator qnt eintrag .. . . 

, . , , <er> 

:: '(' o word/ accent/ cat set')' A<cr> 
: : '@' word , . , . ace 
:: '(' *cat ']' 
:: (291etters A'*') 1 (A'*' 29letters) 
: : *( num I Sletters ) 
:: alpha / alpha / alpha / alpha / alpha space 
:: alphanurn / .. / alphanum space 
:: 'h' 1 't' 1 'I' 
:: 's' 1 'w' 1 '1' 'n' 
:: ,A, 1 '+' 1 '*' num 
:: alpha I num 
:: 'A' .. 'Z', 'a' .. 'z' 
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Appendix A: SORP initialisation file 

integer .. , 0, maxinteger {• -36500} . . 
number .. , 0, '255' . . 
num .. , 0, , 9, . . 
space .. , , . . 
the qualifier symbols are: , @, , : ' , [ , , ) , 
the quantifier symbols are: , ,. , , +, , * , , $ , , < , num 
the syntax symbols are . , ( , , ) , , > , , /' , , , . , . , 

! the bleek-opening symbols are: , ! , , C , , s, , r, 
! the negator symbol is: , -, 

the file ending symbol is: , X, 

! 
********************************************************* 

' category_definition: 

a category string may not be longer than 5 letters 
at least 255 categories can be defined 
among the defined categories must figure: 

- undef 
- noun 
- punct 
- ask 

komma 

this is true even if SORP should be adopted for 
another language than German. 

l 
********************************************************* 

C 

0 undef . 
100 verb . 
102 axinf . 
103 axfin . 
104 axips . 
105 axpas . 
107 moinf . 
108 mofin . 
109 vbfin . 
110 vbinf . 
111 ppres . 
112 pperf . 
113 ppaux . 
2 det . 
3 noun . 
31 rpron . 
32 dpron . 
33 ppron . 
4 adj . 
5 adv . 
7 num . 
8 conj . 
10 prep . 

2 
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Appendix A: SORP initialisation file 

250 phi . 
251 komma . 
252 ask . 
253 punct ; 

*************************************************************** 
definitions for sets of syntactic categories: 

! 10 sets can be defined. 
set O and set 1 are used internally by SORP, the remaining 
8 sets are freely available for facilitating rule definition. 
set 0 The lexical accent feature of elements with a syntactic 

category figuring in set 0 is set true by SORP 
set 1 set 1 compiles the categories for accentuation and 

punctuation marks 
: the pronouns set 3 

set 7 
set 8 

the infinite verb forms 
: the finite verb forms 

*************************************************************** 
s 
0 undef noun adj adv num vbinf vbfin ppres pperf . 
1 punct komma phi ask . 
3 rpron dpron ppron. 
7 vbinf axinf moinf . 
8 vbfin axfin mofin; 

*************************************************************** 
SORP rule definitions 

lxx rules change syntactic categories for the purpose of 
disambiguation 

2xx rules are i-rules to mark intonation boundaries for 
relative clauses 

3xx rules are i-rules to mark intonation boundaries before 
l the main VP 

4xx rules insert phonological boundaries for syndetic word 
clusters 

Sxx rules insert phonological boundaries after the head of an 
NP and before conjunctions. 

6xx rules take care of rhythmic alternation inside 
phonological domains. 

7xx rules transform phonological domain boundaries into 
intonation boundaries if they are too long. 

*************************************************************** 

• disambiguation of adj, det and rpro 
*************************************************************** 

r 100 
t ([undef]) > ([adj]) 
h ([det]) > ([det]) / 
h ([det]) > ([det]) / 

/ *( [adj]) 1( [noun]) • 
*([aaj]) l([noun 1]) • 
~1([komma]) *([adv]) l([pperf ppres]) • 
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h ( [det]) > ( [det]) / ~1( [komma]) A( [prep]) A( [det]) *( [adj]) 
l([noun]) *Î[adv]) l([pperf ppres]); 

*************************************************************** 
relative-clause 

! Insert an intonation boundary before a relative pronoun 
*************************************************************** 

r 200 
h ([ ]) > (@, :1 [komma])/ ~1((1]) ·(tprep]) l([rpron]); 
! *************************************************************** 
! 
! 

r 
h 

rules 210 - 213: insert an intonation boundary bebind 
a relative clause 

*************************************************************** 
210 
( [ ] ) > ( @ ' : 1 [komma])/ l([pperf]) 1( [ppaux]) l([axips]) 

1 ( [ mof in] ) -1([1]) . 
( [ ] ) > ( @ ' : 1 [komma])/ l([pperf]) l([axinf axips]) 1 ( [ mof in J ) 

-1((1)) . 
( [ ] ) > ( @ ' : 1 [ komma 1 ) I 1 ( [ ppe r f) ) I ( [ ppaux 1 ) 1 ( [ axpas 1 ) 

~1((1)) . 
( [ 1 ) > ( @ ' : l [komma] ) I 1 ( [ ppe r f] ) l([axfin axpas]) 

~3((1)) . 
( [ ] ) > ( @ ' : 1 [komma]) I 1( [vbinf]) I ( [ mof in] ) ~1((1)) . 
( [ ] ) > (@' : 1 [komma]) I 1( [vbfin]) -3((1)) 

~3((1)) 1( [vbfin]) . 
( [ 1 ) > ( @ ' : 1 [komma] ) I l([noun pperf ppres]) -3([1)) 

-3((1)) l([vbfin]); 

*************************************************************** 
rules to determine the beginning of the main clause 

rule 300: insert an intonation boundary between two finite 
verbs 

rule 301: insert an intonation boundary before a finite verb 
if preceded by a noun 

*************************************************************** 
r 300 
h ( [ ] ) > ( @ , : 1 [ komma ) ) / 1 ( [ 8 ] ) ~ 3 ( [ l ] ) 1 ( [ 8 ] ) • 
h ( [ ] ) > (@, : l [komma] ) / 1 ( [ noun T) 

~ 3 ( [ 1 J ) 1 ( [mof in J ) - 1 ( [ 7 8 1 ) ; 

*************************************************************** 
rules to treat syndetic sequences of words 
rules 400 - 404: insert intonation boundary between 

undefinwd, noun, adjectiv and adverb elements ! 
*************************************************************** 
r 400 
t ([]) > (@s :1 [phi]) / l([undef]) l([undef]) ~1([1]). 
1 ( []) > (@s :1 [phi]) / 1( [noun)) -1( [noun]) ~1( [1]). 
1 ([]) > (@s :1 [phi]) / l([adj]) -l([adj]) ~1((1)). 
1 ([]) > (@s :1 [phi]) / l([adv]) - l([adv]) ~1([1]); 

*************************************************************** 
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rules to create phi domains 

rule 500: create a phonological boundary after a noun 
rule 501: insert a phonological boundary in copulative 

conjunctions 
! ex: Fahnen und Flaggen 'phi' 

r 
t 

h 

h 

sowie Kerzen und Brennmaterial 
rule 502: insert a phonological boundary before conjunction 

if followed by a NP or PP 
*************************************************************** 
500 
( [ ] ) > (@# :1 [ phi] ) I 1 ( [ noun]) * ( [adv] ) *([ppres pperf]) 

"'2([1]). 
( [ ] ) > (@# :1 [ phi ] ) I "'l(Îl]) 1 ( [ conj 1 ) 1 ( [ ] ) 

"'1([1]) l([conj]Î. 
( [ ] ) > (@# : 1 [ phi ] ) I l([noun adj undef 8]) _ 

l([conj]) l([det prep conj]); 

*************************************************************** 
rules for accentuation 

rule 600: accentuation of every last noun inside a phi dornain 
rule 601: rhythrnic deaccentuation of every odd nurnbered 

lexically accented element preceding the noun 

*************************************************************** 
r 600 
t ( : w [ noun] ) > ( : s) / $ ( [ noun] ) ~ < ( [ 1] ) . 
t ( :w [ adj adv noun)) > (: s) / ~1 ( [ 1)) 1 ( :w) 1 (: s) ; 

************************************************************** 
changing phonological to intonation dornains 

rule 700: all cornrnas are intonation boundaries 
rule 701: phonological boundaries becorne intonation boundaries 

if the following conjunction introduces a NP or PP 
or is a copulative conjunction 

rule 702: phonological boundaries become intonation boundaries 
if the intonation group is too long 

************************************************************** 
r 700 
h ( : w [ komma ] ) > ( : s ) / 
t (@s [phi]) > (@, :s [komma])/ 4(@s [phi]). 
t ( :w [phi komma]) > (@, :s [komma]) / "'4( :s [1]) 1( [conj]). 
1 (:w [phi komma])>(@, :s [komma])/ ,i;-4(:s [1]) _ "'6(:s [1]); 

X 
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Appendix B: The SORP lexicon file 

************************************************************* 
The SORP lexicon file 

for German function words 
************************************************************* 

! 
! Each line in the lexicon file is a lex line or a com line. 
! The lex lines are stored in the lexicon. The com linës may 

be used-for comments. 

The syntax of the lines is: 

com line 
lex-line 
word 
29letters 
letter 
spatie 

. . .. space arbitrary ascii 
:: Sletters space word"." 
:: A'*' 29letters 1 29letters 
: : 29 letter 
:: 'A' •. 'Z', 'a' .. 'z'. , , 

all upper case characters in the lex lines are translated 
into lower case characters. 
The optional asterisk '*' before letters marks suffixes, 
the optional asterisk '*' after letters marks prefixes. 

Auxiliaries 
axinf haben 
axfin habe 
axfin hast 
axfin hat 
axfin haben 
axfin habt 

axinf sein 
axfin bin 
axfin bist 
axfin ist 
axfin sind 
axfin seid 

axips werden 
axpas werde 
axpas wurde 
axpas wirst 
axpas wurdest 
axpas wird 
axpas werden 
axpas wurden 
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axips sein 
axpas bin 
axpas war 
axpas bist 
axpas warst 
axpas ist 
axpas sind 
axpas wurde 
axpas wurden 
axpas war 
axpas waren 

moinf koennen 
mofin kann 
mofin konnte 
mofin koennte 
mofin kannst 
mofin konntest 
mofin koenntest 
mofin konnte 
mofin koennen 
mofin konten 
mofin koennt 
mof in ·koenn t et 
mofin kontet 

moinf sollen 
mofin soll 
mofin sollte 
mofin sollst 
mofin solltest 
mofin sollen 
mofin sollten 
mofin sollt 
mofin solltet 

moinf muessen 
mofin muss 
mofin musste 
mofin muesste 
mofin musst 
mofin musstest 
mofin muesstest 
mofin muessen 
mofin muessten 
mofin mussten 
mofin muesst 
mofin muesstet 
mofin musstet 

moinf werden 
mofin werde 
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mofin wurde 
mofin wuerde 
mofin wirst 
mofin wurdest 
mofin wuerdest 
mofin wird 
mofin werden 
mofin wurden 
mofin wuerden 
mofin werdet 
mofin wurdet 
mofin wuerdet 

moinf wollen 
mofin will 
mofin wollte 
mofin willst 
mofin wolltest 
mofin wollen 
mofin wollten 
mofin wollt 
rnofin wolltet 

moinf duerfen 
mofin darf 
rnofin durfte 
rnofin duerfte 
rnofin darfst 
rnofin durftest 
mofin duerftest 
mofin duerfen 
mofin durften 
mofin duerften 
rnofin duerft 
mofin durftet 
mofin duerftet 

rnoinf rnoegen 
mofin mag 
mofin mochte 
mofin magst 
mofin mochtest 
mofin moegen 
mofin mochten 
mofin moegt 
mofin mochtet 

moinf moechten 
mofin moechte 
mofin moechtest 
mofin moechten 
mofin moechtet 
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moinf brauchen 
mofin brauche 
mofin brauchte 
mofin braeuchte 
mofin brauchst 
mofin brauchtest 
mofin braeuchtest 
mofin braucht 
mofin brauchen 
mofin brauchten 
mofin braeuchten 
! 
vbinf stehen 
vbfin stehe 
vbfin stehst 
vbfin steht 
vbfin stehen 

vbinf liegen 
vbfin liege 
vbfin liegst 
vbfin liegt 
vbfin liegen 

vbinf sitzen 
vbfin sitze 
vbfin sitzt 
vbfin sitzen 

vbinf kaufen 
vbfin kaufe 
vbfin kaufst 
vbfin kauft 
vbfin kaufen 

ppres *end 
ppres *ende 
ppres *endes 
ppres *enden 
ppres *endem 
ppres *ender 

pperf ge* 

ppaux worden 
ppaux gewesen 

det der 
det die 
det das 
det dem 
det den 
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Det des 
Det ein 
Det eine 
Det eines 
Det einem 
Det einer 
Det einige 
Det einiges 
Det einiger 
Det einigem 
Det einigen 
Det jede 
Det jeder 
Det jedem 
Det jeden 
Det jedes 
Det alle 
Det aller 
Det allen 
Det allem 
Det alles 
Det dies 
Det diese 
Det dieser 
Det dieses 
Det diesern 
Det diesen 
Det jene 
Det jener 
Det jenern 
Det jenen 
Det jenes 
Det weitere 
Det weiterer 
Det weiteres 
Det weiterern 
Det weiteren 
Det rnein 
Det rneine 
Det dein 
Det deine 
Det sein 
Det seine 
Det unser 
Det unsere 
Det euer 
Det eure 
Det ihr 
Det ihre 

! adj - suffixe 
Adj *haft 
Adj *lich 
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Adj *bar 
Adj *artig 

Adv *weise 

PPron ich 
PPron mir 
PPron mich 
PPron du 
PPron dir 
PPron dich 
PPron er 
PPron ihm 
PPron ihn 
PPron sie 
PPron ihr 
PPron es 
PPron wir 
PPron uns 
PPron ihnen 

RPron der 
RPron die 
RPron das 
RPron dem 
RPron den 

Conj ausserdem 
Conj darurn 
Conj darauf 
Conj dann 
Conj folglich 
Conj jedoch 
Conj also 
Conj erst 
Conj noch 
Conj weder 
Conj oder 
Conj entweder 
Conj auch 
Conj endlich 
Conj und 
Conj naemlich 
Conj doch 
Conj dennoch 
Conj daher 
Conj weiter 
Conj denn 
Conj zwar 
Conj freilich 

Conj da 
Conj wenn 
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Conj wiewohl 
Conj als 
Conj bever 
Conj dass 
Conj dadurch 
Conj ehe 
Conj ebenso 
Conj vorausgesetzt 
Conj nachdem 
Conj obgleich 
Conj ob 
Conj obschon 
Conj weil 
Conj damit 
Conj waehrend 
Conj so 
Conj sowohl 
Conj desto 

Prep an 
Prep arn 
Prep ans 
Prep in 
Prep im 
Prep ins 
Prep auf 
Prep aufs 
Prep ueber 
Prep ueberm 
Prep uebers 
Prep unter 
Prep unterrn 
Prep unters 
Prep neben 
Prep bei 
Prep beirn 
Prep zu 
Prep zurn 
Prep um 
Prep von 
Prep vom 
Prep hinter 
Prep hinters 
Prep vor 
Prep vorm 
Prep vors 
Prep nach 
Prep durch 
Prep durchs 
Prep hinein 
Prep hindurch 
Prep herein 
Prep herdurch 
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Prep herueber 
Prep hinueber 
Prep ohne 
Prep wider 
Prep ausser 
Prep ausserhalb 
Prep auswaerts 
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Appendix C. 

The SORP input text: 

Die sogenannten Entwicklungslaender haben am Ende 
der dritten Entwicklungsdekade trotz einiger 
spektakulaerer wachstumsprozesse insgesammt 
eher ein Stadium erreicht, in dem die Moeglichkeit 
weiterer Entwicklung ueberhaupt in Frage steht. 

Es zeichnen sich sogar Prozesse massiver Rueckentwicklung ab. 

Aus der Entwicklungs- und Urnweltproblernatik der dritten 
Welt erwachsen Gefaehrdungen, deren Destruktivitaet groesser 
sein koennte als die kriegerischer Auseinandersetzungen. 

Die Tendenz zu grossraeumigen sozialen und oekologischen 
Katastrophen in diesen Laendern wird in zunehrnendern Masse zu 
einer Rahmenbedingung internationaler Politik. 

The SORP output text: 

Die sogenannten 'Entwicklungslaender, haben arn 'Ende 
der dritten 'Entwicklungsdekade, trotz einiger 
spektakulaerer 'Wachsturnsprozesse insgesarnrnt 
eher ein 'Stadium erreicht, in dem die 'Moeglichkeit 
weiterer 'Entwicklung, ueberhaupt in 'Frage steht. 

Es zeichnen sich sogar 'Prozesse massiver 'Rueckentwicklung ab. 

Aus der 'Entwicklungs- und 'Urnweltproblernatik, der dritten 'Welt 
erwachsen 'Gefaehrdungen, deren 'Destruktivitaet groesser sein 
koennte, als die kriegerischer 'Auseinandersetzungen. 

Die 'Tendenz zu grossraeumigen, sozialen und oekologischen 
'Katastrophen in diesen 'Laendern, wird in zunehmendern 'Masse zu 
einer 'Rahmenbedingung, internationaler 'Politik. 
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